➢ Adam Harper designated Parliamentarian due to Michael Scherr‘s absence
Community Time
➢ Nick Boucher introduces Nova
○ Can track process of grant online
○ Increases transparency of grants, increases relations with students
all-around
○ Mostly affect those in FiCom
○ Adjudicate how they receive money on left side of screen, see their FiCom
application on the right
○ Pulls up receipts on one side of the screen
○ Would anyone on the UC be able to log on into this?
■ Anyone can access any of the information -- don’t have to have any
specific login credentials
■ NOVA -- new online system for vetting applications
Presidential Updates
➢ Free meals during student groups’ training in pre-orientation week
○ Places in the square with good deals and offer free food to students? Let Yaz
+ Cam know
➢ Train more people about sexual assault
○ Want to make it more general, in which everyone is getting training -collaboration with CARE/OSAPR
➢ Fast-track party registration in the Houses
Committee Updates
➢ Deciding winners for LMD Awards -- EdCom
➢ Tentative course lists for possible secondary in Education
○ Reach out if you have ideas
➢ HSA textbook exchange -- currently in the process of running numbers
➢ APO -- freshmen resource booklet
➢ Grad school profs -- wintersession programming
➢ LatinX studies
➢ FiCom Sexual Assault training -- Henry
35S-06: FiCom Grants Pack 2
➢ Q&A
○ Want to make this more visible to the general public
➢ Pro Con debate
➢ Move to unanimous consent -- Henry
○ 35S-06 - Grants Pack 35S-2 - passes unanimously.
35S-07: FCC Tampon / Pad Legislation

➢ Allocate $1000 to freshman dorms in freshman yards
➢ Q&A
○ Where/which spaces do you want these?
■ Common spaces, central to where a lot of freshmen live
■ Provide them next to condom dispensers in common rooms
○ The administration is going to be involved
○ Midpoint survey in 2 weeks to see effectiveness
○ Begin by 1st/2nd week of March
○ Measures to make sure someone doesn’t just come and take them?
■ Request people to be polite to others in email
■ Change frequencies in stocking
○ Future vision?
■ $600-700 for tampons/pads in general monthly (?)
➢ Pro/Con debate
➢ Move to handvote -- Olu
○ 35S-07 passes unanimously.
35S-08: GoHC Grants Pack
➢ SHIP
○ Event teaching participants how to talk about safe, consensual sex on
campus
➢ Brown Sugar
➢ Party Saavy Workshops -- CARE and OSAPR
➢ Stop, Talk, and Block -- SMHL
➢ Q&A
○ SHIP
■ $900 for northwest labs, other expenses, but not band transportation
○ Brown Sugar
■ Why did it not go through FiCom?
○ Party Saavy Workshops
■ Did we fund it last year?
○ Stop Talk and Block
■ Formal event to address blocking
■ A lot of fun activities -- guests, etc.
■ What is the policy for FiCom funding?
○ SHIP event: Seems preemptive
➢ Amendment proposed by Cameron: Change SHIP event to $1,000 and remove the
Brown Sugar event to be sent to FiComm.
○ Brown Sugar is a repeated event
○ SHIP event
■ Shouldn’t be funding so much
○ Council votes to consider this amendment.

GoHC should not be a secondary FiCom, these groups should be going
through FiCom first
○ Q&A
■ Food, publicity: We’re going to give them $1500
● Food
● Paying for Northwest Labs
■ What is GoHC? What is FiCom?
■ Grace: A lot of money for Brown Sugar will go towards the band
they’re trying to get in
■ We would definitely be able to give the $200 for Northwest Labs
because we’ve done it before
■ SHIP event
● If FiCom can’t fund “swag,” then what’s the point
● “$2000 is too much money”
■ BrownSugar event will be sent to FiCom
● FiCom does not fund visitors’ guests
● Can fund “DJs”
● No real, set-down restrictions for GoHC
○ Pro Con debate
■ For the GoHC grant, what is the ultimate goal?
● Must be multilateral event
■ $1000 instead of $1500 for SHIP event
■ Stipulation for GoHC regarding new ideas
■ We can all attest an event can get better over time
● More money -- $1000 to restructure their event and help it
become better over time
■ Pro Speech:
● Brown Sugar is happening in Early April
● Go to FiCom this week -- come back to us if you don’t get that
much money from FiCom
■ Activities that have happened the year before should at least
immediately go to FiCom
○ Ayes have it -- amendment passes by majority voice vote.
➢ Council moves to vote on 35S-08 Legislation as a whole.
○ Hand vote: Everyone else present - 1 - 1
○ 35S-08 passes by majority hand-vote.
○

35S-09: EBA grants pack
➢ Funding for the birthday cakes
➢ In Lowell Grille
➢ For members of the sophomore class in Lowell celebrating birthdays in January
➢ Retroactive
➢ Q&A

How do you determine which “birthday parties” are funded by EBA and which
aren’t?
■ Multiple birthdays, open to all Lowell friends
● Very very inclusive
■ Condition that you have to pub it over the house email list?
● Concerned about enforcements for retroactive EBA grants
● It seems that enforcement might be an issue
➢ Pro Con debate
○ Con speech
■ In the future, there can be certain enforcements / requirements for
pubbing to make sure it can actually be inclusive?
○ Pro speech
■ This event was much more open than might initially appear
➢ 35S-09 passes unanimously.
➢ Constitutionally, according to legislation that has been passed in the past, we do not
have to bring up EBA each time in front of the council -- EBA decisions can be up to
purely the discretion of SIC.
○

Questions + Comments
➢ Allocation of FiCom money vs. Grants (GoHC, EBA, etc.)
○ Rules Committee -- first meeting -- discuss this
➢ First Generation / low income caucus

